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- Simple Ideas Can Make Big Differences
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
My name is Michelle Wang, a Sr. application developer of Santa Clara County Technology Services and Solutions Department Enterprise GIS group. I am honored to take today’s opportunity to share with you a couple of cases on how our GIS group addressed our agents’ business needs by using GIS Data and Technologies in GIS application development.



Who We Are
• The County Enterprise GIS group is led by an IT Manger 

and is composed of Project Manager, Technology Architect, 
GIS Analysts, and Application Developers.

• The group is charged with:
o Planning the development, maintenance and 

promotion of the County-wide Geographic Information 
Systems (GIS) program aligned with the internal and 
external agency stakeholders' business needs.

o Developing and providing enhanced access to high 
quality geographic information in a timely manner, 
meeting customers' needs.

o Supporting County GIS users in the planning, 
development, deployment, and maintenance of 
creative, technically sound, enterprise-wide, and cost-
effective approaches for addressing their business 
needs.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
GIS Application Development needs GIS data and GIS Technologies, we have a team to make it possible. We manage GIS software system, collect and maintain GIS data, publish and host Geospatial Web Services which can be consumed in GIS applications.



SCCMap

• Provide easy means to 
access, search, 
visualize, and analyze 
geospatial information 
curated by County.

• Public facing version 
and internal version.

• There are 336 
registered users in 
internal version of 
SCCMap.  

• The registered users 
are from 21 County 
agencies & 
departments and 2 
cities.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCCMap is an interactive web map application developed and supported by the GIS group.The cases I am going to talk about today are of the two capabilities we added to the internal version of SCCMap per users’ requests.



Cases
Department of Agriculture Williamson Act Program Staff 
need to calculate percentage of land in agricultural use.

Assessors need to measure buildings for residential property 
appraisal / assessment.
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Williamson Act Program 
• The County of Santa Clara contracts with owners of certain 

properties to preserve land for agricultural uses pursuant to the 
California Land Conservation Act of 1965 (the Williamson Act).

• Williamson Act contracted properties can be assessed at 
agricultural property tax rate.

• For a property to be qualified for Williamson Act contract, certain 
percentage of the land must be devoted to commercial 
production of agriculture commodities.

• Prior to SCCMap, people from different teams were involved for 
land use percentage calculation in contract application or 
renewal process. 

• Extra time and effort were required in triaging and queuing for 
multiple resources to do the calculations.

• The process could take longer time if there were needs for 
recalculation due to area modifications.
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some background of Williamson Act Program and the challenge for the program staff to calculate / verify land use percentage.WA Program staff sent email to a GIS Technician for the calculationThe email contained the property APN, Address, and a PDF file which showed the designated area of the property outlined on a map.A GIS Technician used GIS Software (ArcMap, ArcPro) to do the calculation, and sent the result back to the WA program staffMore time was required if there were needs for recalculation due to area modificationsThe whole process can take some time to completeA user from A tool was implemented in SCCMap to address this need. 



Sample request from Program Staff to GIS Technician 
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Williamson Act

Hello,

Can I please have the percentage of the 
property I have outlined compared to the 
entire parcel?

Thanks,

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example of an email sent from program staff to GIS Technician with a pdf file showing outlined area, address, and APN (Assessor Parcel Number)



Request and Ideas
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Can WA Program Staff use SCCMap to do the calculation themselves?

• SCCMap already have a measurement tool for calculating area of a shape 
outlined by an end user in State Plane projection. 

• The Parcel layer in SCCMap has an attribute to hold state plane shape area 
of a parcel feature.

• A new function can be built via Geocortex Workflow to fulfill this request 
with the data and capabilities already exist in SCCMap.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We take requests from our users seriously, as they help us to build solutions which can really address the business needs of our agencies.It’s not just that the users send us requests, and we come up with some ideas and provide solutions back.End users usually help us with some ideas to make a tool/function more useful Measurement tool is configured to use state plane projection (wkid 2227) – NAD83 / California zone 3, not NAD83(2011)What is Geocortex Workflow, and what is its relationship with other technologies behind SCCMap? 



Technologies behind SCCMap

Esri 
Technology

Geocortex 
Essentials 
Manager

Geocortex
Workflow

Geocortex
HTML5 
Viewer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
A brief overview of the technology behind SCCMapEsri Technologies: ArcGIS Server, GIS Web Serivces (map services, feature services, gp services)Geocortex® Essentials is a framework for designing, developing, and maintaining web mapping applications. Geocortex Essentials Manager, a web-based application that you use to create and manage Geocortex Essentials sites and viewers.A site defines the configuration of a map and the components that work with the map. Viewers are the web applications that enable users to view and interact with a site's mapThe Geocortex Viewer for HTML5 is a framework for creating clean and effective map viewers for a wide variety of browsers and devices. Geocortex Workflow allows users to build custom business requirements using pre-built activities



Use Geocortex Workflow to build this function
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• Geocortex Workflow allows us to build custom business requirements 
using pre-built activities.

• Geocortex Workflow is built on JavaScript engine and uses ArcGIS API for 
JavaScript.

• The logic of the new function:
• Retrieve the shape outlined by an end user from SCCMap graphic layer.
• Reproject the shape in State Plane projection and calculate its area in sq.ft.
• Identify the associated parcel boundaries geometry and retrieve its State 

Plane shape area attribute value (also in sq.ft) 
• Calculate the percentage of the outlined shape against the entire parcel.
• Display the result.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCCMap uses “Web Mercator” in general as Esri ArcGIS Online and Google Map, this is for convenience in working with cached map tiles.The workflow cannot directly use the measurement already on outlined shape as it may be in a different unit. 



Land Use Percentage Calculation in SCCMap
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With this function in SCCMap, one 
WA Program Staff member can do a 
land use percentage calculation in 
several minutes. 

This function can also be used for 
other purposes as well, for example, 
an estimation of leach field as a 
portion of the parcel for an 
underground septic systems, etc.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This tool significantly increases the efficiency of the work.The tool is also available to other users of the County, and can be used for other purposes.



Demo
SCCMap Land Use Percentage Calculation Tool
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Demo APN: 83004071Demo script:Go to SCCMap, the property to be demoed should be in the center of the mapUse Area markup tool to outline a portion of the parcelLaunch Area % tool, explain the instructions on the UI (form) of the toolDo the calculationAlso mention that the user can use other SCCMap tools to do their work more efficiently, such as use Text markup tool to record the result on the map and print the map to a pdf file.Mention that user can save the markup as a project during a contract application / renewal process in case there might be any modifications to the outlined land.Show that modification and recalculation can be done easily on a saved outlined property.	



Measure Buildings in Property Appraisal / Assessment
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• Some use cases:
• Value buildings not on County records. Rural properties commonly have multiple unrecorded 

buildings. 
• Appraise detached ADUs for Urban & Rural properties.

• Traditional ways for building valuation
1. Manually measure a building on GIS maps and assign a nominal PSF value depending on 

condition and quality of the building.
2. Assign a nominal per building value to a building, which is not the preferred way but saves time.

• Disadvantage and challenge of manual measurement
• Time consuming 
• Unrepeatable results
• Results affected by visibility issues
• … 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The second case is for developing a building measurement function to help assessors in property appraisal and  assessment.Here is a brief description of the business need and challengesInformation about Residential Property Appraisal / Assessment was from an assessor of Assessor’s officeResidential Property Assessments are Approximate in general 



Rural Property Appraisal Example
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From 
County 
Records

No County 
Records

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Subject APN: the site Usable Area is much bigger than the parcel size as the site usable area here is a combined value of a few parcels that belong in the same group. It’s not common that this is done.An assessor needs to measure ADU and other types of Accessory Buildings, and assign values to themAccessory buildings are outdoor structures such as attached or detached garages, sheds, playhouses, storage buildings, pergolas, garden structures, greenhouses, private studios, boathouses, pool houses, cabanas, and other similar residential buildingsADU – Accessory Dwelling Unit: is a secondary housing unit on a single-family residential lot, and is  known by many names: granny flats, in-law units, backyard cottages, secondary units and more.
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From 
County 
Records

No County 
Record

You won’t be able to imagine how much effort it can take to appraise a 
rural property until you see it on a map! 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
You won’t be able to imagine how much effort it can take to appraise this rural property until you see it on a map (APN: 71229005)This property contains many buildings to appraise.
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From 
County 
Records

No County 
Record

Zoom in to get a closer look, and you will see visibility
Issues which can affect hand measurement.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
(APN: 71229005)Framed pictures shows buildings in large scale maps 
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When an assessor manually measure 
buildings of a property in year 2019 (using 
2018 Aerial Image), one building was 
missed due to poor visibility.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
APN: 81034006



Requests and Ideas
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• Is it possible that upon clicking on a building, SCCMap gives an 
approximate square footage of the building?

• Is it possible that SCCMap takes APNs and measure the buildings of 
those properties automatically and plots the results on the map?

• County started to get Lidar Data from Sanborn Map Company in 2020.
• The Lidar Data has 2D building footprints dataset which covers all buildings 

across the County.
• A map layer can be built from the 2D building footprints dataset.
• Geocortex has a module which takes in a polygon geometry, computes its 

area, perimeter and individual segment lengths and plots the polygon on 
the map along with its measurements.

• Geocortex Workflow can be used to build in the logic to compute and plot 
building measurements for a given building, a given property, or multiple 
properties!

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Once you have seen all those difficulties in manual measurement of buildings, you can understand why an assessor suggested that it would be super useful if SCCMap can provide a way to do the measurement automatically.Those requests are valid, but if we don’t have data, we won’t be able to help.Class 6 (Building) lidar points were used to create a 2D building footprints.Sanborn uses Machine Learning to extract 2D and 3D building footprints LiDAR TechnologyAccording to the American Geoscience Institute, LiDAR uses a pulsed laser to calculate an object’s variable distances from the earth surface. These light pulses — put together with the information collected by the airborne system — generate accurate 3D information about the earth surface and the target object.



Technologies Involved

Lidar 
Technology

Esri 
Technology

Geocortex 
Essentials 
Manager

Geocortex
Workflow

Geocortex
HTML5 
Viewer
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
LiDAR TechnologyAccording to the American Geoscience Institute, LiDAR uses a pulsed laser to calculate an object’s variable distances from the earth surface. These light pulses — put together with the information collected by the airborne system — generate accurate 3D information about the earth surface and the target object.
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Primary building on record

Measure rural parcel buildings with Lidar data and the newly developed tool in SCCMap

Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCCMap can now automatically measure all buildings (structures) inside a parcel and plot results on the map. No need to measure one building at a time.Won’t miss any buildings inside a property
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Note: For this parcel, neither of the two accessory buildings were on County records. With Lidar data and the new 
function, both buildings can be readily assigned quantitative values based on SF measurements during appraisal.

927 SF –
(Overhang ~ 200) 
appx:  725 SF

Appraise Accessory Buildings of an urban property: click 
the corresponding building outlines polygon from Lidar 
data layer to have the its measurements displayed in its 
popup window.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lidar building outlines are based on rooftop area, appraisers would take out overhangs from the calculated sizeThe calculated perimeter of the building helps appraiser to roughly calculate the total overhang of a building



Potential use cases and limitations 
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Potential use cases:
• Use this tool across all county properties, aggregate SF of each property (excluding say 150 SF 

structures) and compared to the total SF on County records to automatically generate a list of 
potential escape assessments.

• Use this tool at multi year intervals and overlay with the most current Lidar data to detect 
structures that may not have been permitted. Currently it’s done by using visual Aerial Imagery 
overlays that can be clouded by poor visibility due to trees and shadows. 

Limitations:
• For double story structures, assessor will need to review and do additional manual measurements 

for 2nd story area. This situation is rare, since most accessory structures are single stories.
• Assessors still need to use their judgement in terms of condition and quality of each structure 

based on GIS for assessment purposes.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
When more assessors start to use this tool in their daily work, they will find more use cases for it.escape assessments: An "escape" assessment is a correction to a personal property's assessed value that the Assessor's Office of the County of Santa Clara did not add to any prior year's Annual Unsecured Property Tax Bill. These "escape" bills are usually the result of a taxable event that "escaped" the Office of the Assessor.Secured Taxes: The term"secured" simply means taxes that are assessed against real property (e.g., land or structures). If the taxes remain unpaid after a period of five (5) years, the property may be sold to cover the taxes owed.  Unsecured property taxes: The term "unsecured" simply refers to property that can be relocated and is not real estate. The tax is assessed against such things as business equipment, fixtures, boats and airplanes. If the unsecured tax is not paid, a personal lien is filed against the owner, not the property.



Demo
SCCMap Building Lidar Data Layer and Building Measurement Tool
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
Do Find Properties by APN on71229005 with “Show building outline dimensions” option unchecked. This will show the parcel with buildings not marked, giving the audience an impression of how hard it is to identify all parcel buildings on the map.Do Find Properties by APN on71229005 with “Show building outline dimensions” option checked, showing how all parcel buildings have been identified and measured automaticallyDo Find Properties by APNs (multiple APNs): 83525010, 83525018, 83525019, 83525011, 83525027.Turn on building outlines layer; click on an accessory building on an adjacent parcel to show the building popup, the building measurements on the popup, and the command to show building outline dimensions on the map.



Thanks to SCCMap users who contributed to 
the development of these two new functions 

Marcus Tai, Assessor’s Office
Carola Jeyaraj, CEPA

Aaron Ho, CEPA
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
They shared with us their business needsProvided valuable ideas and feedbacks to help us design and implement useful tools.CEPA: Consumer & Environmental Protection Agency



Thanks to the whole GIS Team! 
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Presenter
Presentation Notes
SCCMap developments and enhancements rely on the supports from the whole team.



Thank you!
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Q & A
Questions Answers

1. Does SCC Map has a flyover image 
layer? Yes, orthoimageries are used as basemap layers.

2. How often is SCC Map refreshed?
Data layer is updated quarterly or on as needed basis; Orthoimagery is updated every 

year.
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